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Abstract—Development towards 5G has introduced difficult
challenges in effectively managing and operating heterogeneous
infrastructures under highly varying network conditions. En-
abling, for example, unified coordination and management of
radio resources across coexisting, multiple radio access technolo-
gies (multi-RAT), require efficient representation using high-level
abstractions of the radio network performance and state. Without
such abstractions, users and networks cannot harvest the full
potential of increased resource density and connectivity options
resulting in failure to meet the ambitions of 5G.

We present a generic probabilistic approach for unified estima-
tion of performance variability based on attainable throughput
of UDP traffic in multi-RATs, and evaluate the applicability in
an interface selection control case (involving WiFi and LTE)
based on obtaining probabilistic user performance guarantees.
From simulations we observe that both users and operators can
significantly benefit from this improved service availability at low
network cost. Initial results indicate 1) 116% fewer performance
violations and 2) 20% fewer performance violations with a
reduction by 35 times in the number of handovers, compared
to naive and state-of-the-art baselines, respectively.

Index Terms—probabilistic modelling; heterogeneous net-
works; multi-RAT networks; interface selection

I. INTRODUCTION

High user throughput, predictable performance, efficient

resource utilization and coordination are some of the objectives

of 5G [1], [2]. Dense heterogeneous networks under 5G are

characterized by a dramatic increase in the number of mobile

nodes, mobility over smaller coverage areas, dynamically

changing resource availability (duty cycling base stations),

interference, competing standards, multiple connectivity op-

tions, etc [3]. Under such conditions, effectively dealing with

network and service performance at scale, quickly becomes a

technically overwhelming and expensive task for the operators.

To achieve the technical objectives of 5G [2] and create

networks that are manageable, controllable and operable across

heterogeneous infrastructures, the telecom industry and the

research community emphasize the need of developing intel-

ligent mechanisms for network management and control. In

this context, a fundamental component is the ability to observe

and coordinate network resources across heterogeneous RATs

using unified high-level abstractions [4]. Development of such

monitoring and control methods continue to be a challenge,

due to 1) scalability limitations in making direct measurements

and, 2) observability limitations in passive observations of

related metrics. Using existing metrics in 5G radio networks,

such as SINR [5], is not sufficient for effective resource

and performance management, as such metrics fail to capture

necessary aspects of resource demands or availability. Instead,

intelligent monitoring approaches combining a broader set of

available service and network metrics, thereby providing richer

information suitable for automated management decisions

across heterogeneous infrastructures, are essential in achieving

5G performance objectives.

We propose AQuaMet (Agnostic Quality Metric), a prob-

abilistic abstraction of the network state based on downlink

attainable throughput that quantifies performance variability

in the radio network and enables informed decision making

for policy enforcement through coordinated control. AQuaMet

uses analytical models from prior work in [6] and [7] and

builds a predictive model that combines current and historical

observations to provide fast, yet robust, probabilistic estimates

of downlink attainable throughput. Probabilistic attainable

throughput offers a comparable way of estimating link per-

formance across multi-RATs, by comparing the probability

of violating QoS requirements at the user. The approach is

applicable to scenarios where a service provider needs to

ensure a subscribed level of throughput to a user in a dynamic

multi-RAT network, specified by probabilistic guarantees. An

example application requiring such robustness is high quality

video conferencing (e.g. Skype), which needs a consistent level

of throughput to maintain a satisfactory frame rate [8].

Further, we demonstrate the applicability of AQuaMet

supporting a controller application for downlink interface

selection in a multi-RAT scenario involving WiFi and LTE.

Carrier companies currently explore the extension of licensed

LTE spectrum with unlicensed spectrum available to WiFi in

scenarios involving LTE small-cell and WiFi AP deployments.

We thus motivate our choice of the most relevant heteroge-

neous network scenario where WiFi and LTE networks coexist

under a common controller. Note that, although the evaluation

addresses a specific WiFi-LTE scenario, the use of AQuaMet in

management decisions can be generalized to any RAT and also

extended to include other QoS requirements, such as delay.

AQuaMet is a computationally light-weight approach built

on pre-existing metrics and is compliant with current stan-

dards, which makes it practically applicable in real-world

networks along with great implementation flexibility (de-

centralized or centralized). Initial results from synthetically

generated scenarios in NS3 indicate that using AQuaMet for

managing resources with downlink interface selection, reduces

the number of handovers by 35 times along with reducing

performance violations by 20% and 116%, compared to the

state-of-the-art [6] and naive baselines (still under use in e.g.

enterprise WiFi) respectively.978-1-5386-3416-5/18/$31.00 c© 2018 European Union



A. Related work

Control and management applications in multi-RAT net-

works require RAT-agnostic representations that can be used

to compare user performance across multiple RATs. SINR

has previously been explored as a metric for dynamic RAT

selection [5]. However, SINR is not an effective metric in

capturing user performance resulting in development of load

and throughput based metrics. In [9] and [10], the authors use a

simplistic estimation of throughput from SINR and bandwidth

using the Shannon capacity equation. The authors of [11]

and [12] use a normalized load metric over multiple RATs

as an indicator of performance. Deng et al. [13] use active

probing to characterize links and select between available

RATs for each user. The approach in [6] uses average attain-

able throughput over time windows of seconds to minutes,

which is insufficient to accurately capture radio performance

variability. Yan et al. [14] and Chakraborthy et al. [15] apply

learning methods for performance estimation, which require

large amounts of data and long training times.

In most real-world networks the current practice is still

to use thresholds on only low-level radio parameters such

as RSSI, SINR or network load for controller applications

such as interface selection, load balancing etc [5][11]. These

parameters are not informative in describing the true user

performance from a user application’s perspective. Even ap-

proaches that have used more high-level metrics such as at-

tainable throughput [6] average over variations in the network

resulting in less informative representations. Other methods

that use active probe traffic over available links have severe

scalability restrictions, due to high measurement overhead in

large networks. Learning methods, although promising, are

not currently light-weight enough to adapt quickly to fast

changes in the network state and can take hours to train in

new environments [16]. These approaches from prior work

have not been designed with the focused objective of meeting

the challenges of highly dynamic multi-RAT networks which

will be the norm in 5G [2].

B. Contribution

We address the aforementioned shortcomings of prior work

and advance the state-of-the-art of representing link perfor-

mance in terms of RAT-agnostic high-level abstractions by:

• Detailing a monitoring mechanism that is designed to

be computationally light-weight, scalable and practically

applicable in real-world radio networks.

• Formulating a generic probabilistic estimator for attain-

able throughput based on combining existing available

metrics on top of [6] and [7].

• Evaluating the applicability of the approach in one con-

troller application case focused on interface selection,

relative to baseline implementations [5] [6].

II. OVERVIEW OF THE APPROACH

The implementation of AQuaMet consists of distributed

monitoring instances at each serving node (AP or base sta-

tion) and a monitoring/management instance at a logically

Fig. 1: Multi-RAT heterogeneous network with common coordina-
tion and control using AQuaMet.

centralised controller located at the network gateway as shown

in Figure 1. In this context, the envisioned application of

AQuaMet is to provide controller support for the dynamic

monitoring of link and network performance for interface

selection with the objective of meeting QoS guarantees.

AQuaMet can also be used for other control applications rely-

ing on probabilistic attainable throughput (e.g. load balancing).

The AQuaMet monitoring instance at each serving node

makes local observations and sends monitoring information

to the controller only when triggered due to a QoS violation

on a user. The controller aggregates local observations from

candidate serving nodes and estimates probabilistic attainable

throughput on candidate links in the network, to make an

informed coordinated management decision. This makes the

approach computationally light-weight overcoming the need

for periodic estimation of attainable throughput on every

candidate link in the network. We make passive observations,

accumulating relevant base metrics over short measurement

time windows Wm. The metrics accumulated over each Wm

are aggregated in a sliding window Ws. The size of the

sliding window is based on the time scale at which stable

QoS has been guaranteed (with a probabilistic threshold), and

is dependent on the requirements of user applications. The

metrics for downlink traffic related observations are available

at the serving nodes, and metrics for downlink signal quality

observation are pulled from user nodes or clients only when

a management action is triggered.

An ECDF over measured downlink throughput of clients

at each serving node monitors the probability of violating its

probabilistic performance requirement. When this probability

exceeds a tolerance level (detailed in Section IV), the serving

node informs the controller, which triggers a management

action. When one or more clients trigger the management

function, the base metrics aggregated over Ws are commu-

nicated to the controller so that the management function

has a full network view encompassing all available candidate

links. Attainable throughput is estimated at the controller using

analytical models from prior work in [6] and [7] using the base

metrics in each Wm. For each available candidate link, this is

obtained in the form of ECDF of the attainable throughput.

Modelling using known parametric distributions require

fewer samples and are computationally more efficient in

prediction since it does not scale with the number of samples.

However, the scenario of 5G networks involves varying traffic

patterns, access patterns, and network conditions, wherein, us-

ing a tailored parametric distribution would limit the scope of



monitoring and introduce errors when the network conditions

shifts between different regimes. Our approach of using a

non-parametric representation of performance on a link using

ECDFs, provides a solution that can be generalized over the

aforementioned variations since the distributions do not have

to fit a parametric representation, chosen a-priori.

Current commercial wireless network implementations use

downlink information to perform mobility management ac-

tions, since most traffic in commercial wireless networks is

downlink. Also, emergence of high throughput UDP based

transport solutions, such as random linear network coding [17]

motivate our focus on downlink UDP throughput. In the

following section we will detail the analytical model used for

estimation of attainable throughput on candidate links.

III. ESTIMATING ATTAINABLE THROUGHPUT

Models from prior work in [6] and [7], with input base

metrics is used for the estimation of attainable throughput in

both WiFi and LTE RATs. The choice of these models was

based on their ability to estimate the attainable throughput for

any potential client-serving node association sets. This allows

the switching of multiple clients to new target serving nodes

at the same evaluation instant. The base metrics used in the

estimation model are presented below.

A. Metrics

1) WiFi: RSSI Received signal strength indicator is a

metric for relative power of received signal. Downlink RSSI

at the client is communicated uplink to the serving node by

means of measurement reports provided by the 802.11k [18].

Packet delivery ratio (pdr) captures losses resulting from

fading as well as collision. Arrival rate (arr) in packets

per unit time and average Packet length (p) is measured

for each user. Number of active users (Na) represents the

number of users accessing network resources in the current

measurement time window. Signal to noise ratio (SNR) is

computed from RSSI and noise at the receiver, and informs

about the modulation and coding scheme (MCS) setting and

sending rate (m) at the transmitter, based on target thresholds

for bit error rates (BER) [19].

2) LTE: RSRP Reference signal received power is a mea-

sure of received signal strength which is communicated uplink

to the serving node using standard specified measurement

reports. SINR is obtained from RSRP along with interference

and noise at the receiver. SINR (represented as channel quality

indicator-CQI), informs the setting of MCS and sending rate

(m) at the transmitter using target thresholds for transport

block error ratio (TBLER) [20]. The arrival rate, packet length,

and number of active user measurements are common for both

LTE and WiFi.

B. Estimation

1) WiFi: In WiFi networks, the wireless spectrum is shared

between users by means of random access using CSMA/CA.

In downlink, the AP MAC performs first-in-first-out over the

packets in its input queue. We use the model for saturated WiFi

throughput in [6] combined with an estimate for unsaturated

network scenario, and summarize the equations in (1), (2),

and (3). Here, k corresponds to measurement time windows

and i corresponds to the users in the network. The estimated

attainable throughput λi
k in a measurement time window k is

evaluated for each client i. Tack is the time to send a MAC

acknowledgement using the appropriate mack as obtained from

the data MCS m. Tphy is the time to send the physical layer

header. DIFS and SIFS are standard specified constants.

λi
sat,k =

pdrik × arrik × pik
∑

i arr
i
k

(

pi

k

mi

k

+DIFS + SIFS + T i
ack,k + Tphy

)

(1)

λi
unsat,k = arrik × pik × pdrik (2)

λi
k = min

(

λi
sat,k, λ

i
unsat,k

)

(3)

2) LTE: On the other hand, LTE networks have scheduled

access to spectrum resources. The downlink throughput at the

client in an LTE network depends on the MAC scheduler at

the eNodeB used to assign resources, and its fairness objec-

tives. The proportional fair (PF) scheduler provides throughput

fairness among the clients in the network [21]. In practice,

most comparative experiments on LTE networks are performed

using PF since it is a widely used scheduler. While there

are other schedulers, we employ PF scheduling in line with

common practice [7]. The throughput estimation model is

specific to PF, but can be extended for other schedulers based

on their resource allocation objectives.

We use prior work presented in [7] to estimate the share

of LTE bandwidth resources (Y i
k ) allocated to each user.

As described in [7], this allocation is based on the amount

of requested resources and the current load conditions. The

number of bits that can be sent in each scheduling instance,

TBS, is a function of the MCS mi
k on the link and the data

bandwidth available at the sending eNodeB. The expression

for attainable throughput, obtained from [7] is given by:

λi
k = min

(

Y i
k × TBSi

k, Y
i
k × pik

)

(4)

IV. PROBABILISTIC INTERFACE SELECTION
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(b) Performance objective not met.

Fig. 2: Evaluating throughput objective on candidate links.

The probabilistic QoS, as given by expression (5) on a link

to the serving node (serving link), is obtained using direct

observation of throughput over Wm. Here, ρ is the observed

throughput, ρth is the required threshold and α is the tolerance

to this throughput being less than ρth. Probabilistic QoS on a

candidate link, as estimated from equations (3) and (4) is given

by the expression (6), where λ is the attainable throughput:



P (ρ ≤ ρth) ≤ α (5)

P (λ ≤ ρth) ≤ α (6)

Given a tolerance α of, say 10%, we see in the example

in Figure 2 how the conditions shift from P (λ ≤ ρth) ≤ α

towards breaching the tolerance level with P (λ ≤ ρth) > α

in a time gap of 15 s. When a serving link fails to satisfy the

condition given by expression (5), the controller is triggered to

select a candidate link that satisfies expression (6), if available.

It is to be noted that in some scenarios no available candidate

link will satisfy this requirement, and the link with the least

deviation from the requirement is chosen. Robustness is added

to the decisions made by AQuaMet thanks to its sliding

window approach that weights historical observations along

with current observations in the time scale of interest.

The design of AQuaMet is light-weight - both computa-

tionally and in terms of monitoring overhead. The memory

requirement at the local AQuaMet instance on a serving node

and at the controller scale linearly with the size of Ws, the

number of clients served and number of serving nodes. The

bandwidth required to pull signal strength information from

clients also scales with Ws and the number of clients, but

is still modest since it is only pulled on the event of a

QoS violation trigger. Therefore, AQuaMet enables significant

overhead reduction by using passive monitoring and with

monitoring data sent to the controller only upon performance

degradation.

V. EVALUATION SET-UP AND RESULTS

In this section, we verify the attainable throughput estima-

tion models for WiFi and LTE from prior work [6] [7] and its

applicability to be used in a unified abstraction. We then eval-

uate the use of AQuaMet abstractions for interface selection.

All evaluations are performed on the NS3 simulator [22].

A. Estimation model

The objective of evaluating the estimation model is to ob-

serve its accuracy over candidate links in dynamic conditions.

However, to be able to evaluate its accuracy, we need to know

the ground truth. Hence, we estimate attainable throughput

using the same metrics over serving links and use the measured

throughput as ground truth. We also study the impact of the

network size and the time over which metrics are aggregated

on estimation accuracy.

Setup: The simulation setup consists of a network with a

serving node (eNodeB or AP) and a varying number of mobile

clients associated with this serving node. The experiments

were done separately for WiFi and LTE. The clients are

initialized at uniform random locations and follow a random

waypoint mobility model. Downlink UDP traffic is injected

from a remote host to the clients, with randomized start times

and inter packet delays. The input data rate for each client

is chosen randomly from a uniform set, representative of

video streaming data rates (1.5 Mbps-8 Mbps) [23]. Attainable
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Fig. 3: Estimation error for WiFi (a,c,e) is below 10% using a
window size of 500 ms or higher and for LTE (b,d,f) is below 5%
using a window size of 500 ms or higher, despite increasing number
of users (and thereby load). Because of scheduled access to resource
in LTE, λ is more predictable than for WiFi.

throughput is estimated using base metrics in each Wm, based

on the model presented in Section III. This estimate λ is

compared against the ground truth throughput ρ to obtain

estimation errors as e = |λ−ρ|
ρ

. The experiments for both WiFi

and LTE are repeated 20 times for statistical significance.

Results: We first present the results for the WiFi RAT,

followed by the results for LTE RAT. Figure 3 (a,c,e) shows

the absolute fractional error of estimated attainable throughput,

versus increasing Wm, where 25th, 50th, and 75th percentiles

of the error have been plotted. We see that the estimation error

e is low for smaller number of clients, when the network is

more likely to be in an unsaturated state. Moreover, we see

that when increasing the number of nodes up to 10 clients,

the estimation error rate increases, but remains about the same

at 20 clients. This is because, when the network approaches

saturation a large number of clients are competing for radio

resources resulting in higher variance, with its degree given by

the time scale of observation Wm. When Wm is increased, e

reduces, because the number of observable packets is higher,

providing more accurate estimation. This graph can be used

as a tool to select Wm large enough to estimate throughput

with a sufficient accuracy.

Moving on to LTE, resource access is scheduled and al-

located to clients based on their requirement and a fairness

objective. This is a point of contrast between LTE and

WiFi, which has random access. We use PF scheduler in

our approach as justified in Section III-B2. The simulation

experiments performed for LTE were the same as for the

WiFi RAT. Figure 3 (b,d,f) depicts the absolute fractional

error as a function of Wm for varying number of clients.

Throughput estimation error reduces with increasing Wm, and



drops faster than observed with WiFi in Figure 3 (a,c,e).

Estimation accuracy close to ground truth is achieved by fine-

tuning the parameters of the method, using graphs shown in

Figure 3 as guidelines. To conclude, these results verify the

applicability of the throughput estimation model.

B. Probabilistic interface selection

AQuaMet is generally applicable to QoS based control

applications - here we evaluate its performance in the case

of interface selection relative to three baseline methods. SS:

A naive approach based on measured received signal strength

in dBm. Interface selection is done based on highest received

signal strength. ATOM: Estimates average attainable through-

put in 10 s windows and selects interface with the highest

value [6]. IATP: Estimate instantaneous attainable throughput

using ATOM over small windows of 500 ms and select the

interface with the highest value.

The first baseline was chosen to make a comparison with

a simple low-level metric. ATOM was chosen as a baseline

since, to the best of our knowledge, it is the only evaluation

of interface selection in a multi-RAT network that evaluates

attainable throughput [6] on candidate links while also con-

sidering its impact on other clients at the same serving node.

In the ATOM baseline, attainable throughput is obtained as an

average over a time duration of 10 s, as used in the paper. It is

called average throughput since it attempts to average over the

variations in the network state. The IATP baseline, which we

defined by derivation from ATOM method, is an estimation

over very small time windows which are comparable to the

true rate of underlying network state variations.

Setup: The interface selection evaluation setup consists of

one WiFi and one LTE serving node, with 20 mobile clients in

the network. A remote host generates downlink traffic towards

the clients. Interface selection is performed by updating the

serving node to client association set for a target client node. In

our simulation the interface selection and update of association

sets are done virtually without performing an actual vertical

handover. The Wm for AQuaMet is chosen to be 500 ms based

on our observation of accuracy versus Wm from our results for

estimation of attainable throughput presented in Section V-A.

The value of Ws is 50 s with 100 samples of Wm in each

window. This captures historical variations from the past 50 s

on the link. The estimation window was chosen to be 10 s

for ATOM (as in [6]), 10 s for SS, and 500 ms for IATP. The

throughput threshold (ρth) was set at 2000 Kbps based on the

range of input traffic rates. The QoS violation tolerance level

(α) was set at 10%.

Results: Figure 4 shows the results of the comparison of

AQuaMet with the previously described baselines. Figure 4a

compares the ECDFs of number of performance violations

(i.e. number of instances where the condition P (λ ≤ ρth) >
α is true). We reiterate that at times none of the available

serving nodes can meet the requirements of some users, in

which case the link with the best performance is selected. We

see that AQuaMet performs better than SS and ATOM, and

has relatively the same performance as IATP.
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Fig. 4: (a,c) AQuaMet results in fewer average number of perfor-
mance violations in comparison with ATOM. Number of performance
violations for SS is in the range 558-589 and hence omitted for clarity.
(b,d) Average number of handovers, with AQuaMet, decreases with
increasing tolerance percentage. Average number of handovers for
IATP is 41.6, which is much larger than others and hence omitted.

Figure 4b shows the number of interface changes or han-

dovers performed over the same experiments. We see that,

while the number of throughput performance violation using

IATP is comparably similar to AQuaMet, it comes at the

cost of a significantly higher number of interface changes,

which can be prohibitive for large networks. Since IATP

opportunistically switches between interfaces at intervals as

small as 500 ms, it follows the changes in the network to

achieve a performance similar to AQuaMet. This however

comes at the cost of 35 times more handovers which leads to

high unnecessary cost at the expense of resource efficiency and

service availability. Thanks to the robustness of AQuaMet’s

probabilistic modelling, it achieves the same performance as

IATP, but with fewer handovers (Figure 4b).

Figure 4c depicts the average number of performance viola-

tions at increasing tolerance levels (α). We see that when eval-

uating at any tolerance level in the range 2%-20%, AQuaMet

has fewer violations than ATOM and is close to the perfor-

mance of IATP. The number of performance violations for SS

baseline is over 3 times higher than for the other methods and

is hence omitted from the graph for clarity of observation of

better methods. The gain in throughput performance compared

to SS is because, unlike SS, AQuaMet interface selection

decisions consider both signal quality and network load. This

is also the reason the number of performance violations for

SS is very large. The gain compared to ATOM is from using a

probabilistic metric that triggers interface selection in response

to variation in the underlying distribution.

The result in Figure 4d indicates that when using AQuaMet,

the average number of handovers is lower than that of the

baselines. As the baseline approaches are not designed using a

tolerance level, the number of handovers remain fixed. How-

ever, AQuaMet makes handovers only when the throughput

performance requirement on the serving link is not met within



the tolerance level. So, when this tolerance requirement is

relaxed there is a slight decrease in the average number of

handovers. For similar reasons as mentioned previously we

have omitted the IATP baseline (average of 41.6 handovers)

from this plot.

In summary, our initial evaluations demonstrate that a 116%

improvement over SS and a 20% improvement over ATOM

can be obtained for QoS violations when using the robust

probabilistic model of AQuaMet. While, AQuaMet and IATP

indicate similar QoS performance, IATP obtains this at the

high cost of increase in number of handovers by 35 times.

These demonstrated benefits are promising results for an

extended evaluation in real environments.

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

We have addressed the problem of representing the net-

work state of dynamic multi-RAT networks using probabilistic

abstractions in AQuaMet. This problem is at the forefront

of 5G to realize the full potential of multiple coexisting

RATs and connectivity options in densified networks. Previous

contributions in this direction have been limited in their

ability to address dynamic variations in user performance and

drive management decisions with the objective of taming this

variability. AQuaMet has been designed to overcome these

challenges with a probabilistic abstraction of the network

state based on downlink attainable throughput that quantifies

performance variability in a RAT-agnostic manner, allowing

controller applications to make intelligent decisions to satisfy

guarantees on QoS. AQuaMet has also been designed for a

distributed deployment making it scalable and computationally

efficient. It uses existing metrics in existing standards making

it practically applicable in current networks.

We verified the applicability of AQuaMet in controller

decisions by coordinating downlink probabilistic interface

selection, based on AQuaMet in a WiFi-LTE heterogeneous

network. AQuaMet results in fewer performance violations

compared to ATOM (20%), significantly fewer compared to

SS (116%) and also reduces handover cost compared to

IATP (by 35 times). This improvement in performance with

a reduction in handover cost has a direct impact on the

efficiency of resource utilization in the network as well as user

satisfaction. We are currently working on extending AQuaMet

with additional RAT-agnostic QoS estimators (e.g. delay).

Future work includes extended applicability to other RATs

(e.g. mmWave) and uplink modelling along with verification

in test-bed networks.
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